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Electron irradiation effects in transmission electron microscopes (TEM) are usually thought to introduce
undesirable disorder, and thus deteriorate the material. However, with controlled dose and beam energy,
electron itradiation may have beneficial effects on nanostructured materials [1, 2]. Irradiation effects in
TEM have attracted more and more interest due to the possibility of simultaneous structural and
chemical modifications and characterizations down to the atomic-scale.
In a recent report we showed that the formation of antiphase boundaries (APB) provides a means for
strain relaxation in a system composed of ZrO2 pillars in La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 thin films. Three types of APBs
were observed and studied in detail [3]. In the course of this work, we report on electron-beam-induced
reconstruction of these three types of APBs in a probe-aberration-corrected TEM as illustrated in Figure
1. With the utilization of high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM), annular bright-field STEM and electron energy-loss spectroscopy, the motion of both heavy
and light element columns under moderate electron beam irradiation are revealed at atomic resolution.
Besides, Mn segregated in the APBs was observed to have reduced valence states which can be directly
correlated with oxygen loss. Charge states of the APBs are finally discussed based on these
experimental results. Finally, we discuss the reconstruction mechanism of the APBs in the context of
radiation effects and electrostatic coupling at the boundaries.    
This study provides support for the design of radiation-engineering solid-oxide fuel cell materials. [4]
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Figure 1. HAADF image of a plan-view 80 mol% LSMO-20 mol% ZrO2 sample showing APB-1 and
APB-2 (a) before and (b) after electron-beam-induced reconstruction, and APB-3 (c) before and (d) after
electron-beam-induced reconstruction.
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